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Introduction: 
A warm welcome to our Christmas Newsletter 2021; trust all are well, continuing to 

take care & keeping safe. When I looked at our Spring NL, I noticed I spoke about first 

vaccinations & now we have started getting “boosters”; am looking forward to not 

mentioning it! The big news is that we have returned to a Rugby Season with a full 

Fixtures List. This is a season like no other, with many challenges - viable squad 

numbers; no home pitch for training & matches; no club house for Match Days & 

beyond, limiting our opportunities for socialising & simply getting together. We are all 

looking forward to getting back to Bangholm next season! 
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Formal thanks to Edinburgh Academicals for welcoming us to Raeburn Place for 

training on Tuesdays & Thursdays & as always to Summerside Bowling Club for 

hosting us on Match Days & for our Gold Lunch - we very much appreciate it all. 
  
We have a number of articles in this NL - thank you to all our contributors - we hope 

you enjoy catching up with what is happening. 
  

SCOTTISH RUGBY 
Return to Rugby - The weekly updates do continue, but with the Return to Competitive 

Season & a return to more normal times, we agreed, as a Committee, to not share the 

information each week. If there is something of major import, we will share with you. 

**** If anyone would like a copy of the SR Comms, let me know & I will forward to 

you at same time as I send to the Committee. 
  

TARFC - John Spencer 
 Well, what can be said about this season so far. It has been a perfect storm for sure. 

Losing Bangholm at the same time as a long layoff for Covid definitely has disrupted 

the momentum that we were building on the field at the end of the last playing 

season. One thing that has shown through is the resilience and character of a lot of the 

squad. From running our local rivals close in our first game in 18 months let alone the 

season, to going down to Hawick with 17 players and coming away with an impressive 

bonus point victory. Injuries and unavailability have dogged the season so far. 
  
Thanks to the SRU's "Game On" principles we head into Christmas with only two 

rearranged fixtures, which in a normal season wouldn't be too unusual. Our last game 

of the calendar year is the return fixture against Leith at Inverleith Park. Having not 

played last week I know the boys are desperate to finish the year on a high and what 

better way to do it than in front of a crowd at our temporary home. 
  
To all the members and supporters, we see each week, we appreciate the noise every 

game, both home and away, on the side-lines. It's good to see we bring a small piece 

of Bangholm with us each match. 
  
Finally, a thanks from our squad to everyone working behind the scenes. None of this 

season would be possible without everyone on the committee working tirelessly to 

make sure we have training facilities, a pitch for match day, after match catering or 

even a touch judge. There are too many people to name individually but the players 

notice and appreciate all your hard work. 
  
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from the Trinity squad. 
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BANGHOLM UPDATE- Carol Graham 
It continues to be a pleasure & a privilege to be able to contact Alan Wilkinson, Mark 

Jamieson, Callum Moffat & ask if I can come down for a site visit. They never say 

“no”, are always welcoming, informative & take the time to show me the progress of 

the pitch, which continues to look amazing & even to a non expert like me, feels as 

though it could be Murrayfield! Each visit shows the progress that is being made inside 

the building eg from seeing the size of the Sports’ Halls; the fitness studio, changing 

rooms & the Community areas. Seeing the outlook, through the large glass 

“walls”,  looking out from the cafe, community room next to it & the PE classroom 

facility, on to the rugby pitch, is stunning. 
  
One memorable visit saw us heading up to the lower roof to see over the pitch with the 

glorious vista towards the Edinburgh skyline. Before anyone gets over excited, this will 

not be the TARFC terrace for watching matches - there will not be access to it once the 

building is completed! 
  
However, for our Opening Extravaganza at “ Fortress Bangholm”, we may request 

permission to have a Lone Piper up there piping the teams on to the pitch. Let me know 

what you would like as the opening piece of music! 
  
 I’m delighted that Alan agreed to give us an update on the work for this NL as he has 

done previously. 
  
Alan Wilkinson - Senior Project Manager. 
  
As the Bangholm Project moves into the winter months, we have now reached a 

construction milestone where the building is wind and water tight. Walls are 

progressing throughout the building and the low level roof area will have the underfloor 

heating screed poured before we break up for Christmas. 
  
The rugby pitch is growing well and will be fully developed and ready to play on for 

the start of the new 2022/23 season. We look forward to meeting the players, members 

& committee, past and present as the project draws towards completion. 
  
On behalf of McLaughlin & Harvey Construction Ltd, thank you. 
Link to McLaughlin & Harvey Bangholm build photos 

  

https://www.mclh.co.uk/our-projects/bangholm-outdoor-centre-edinburgh/
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MEMBERSHIP - Dougie Orr & Ross Findlay 
Playing & non-playing membership numbers are among the benchmarks in our SRU 

Supporting Clubs Investment Programme (SCIP) development plan for this season. 
https://www.scottishrugby.org/clubs-and-schools/support-for-clubs/supporting-clubs-

investment-programme 
  
We would like to thank members for continuing to pay subscriptions / 200 Club & for 

paying 50% or more for the previous non-season, allowing the club to continue to be 

in a viable position financially. 
  
This season we have used some of this income to provide full new playing & training 

kit to all squad members. The kit was supplied to our specification by Robin Carter of 

Education Sportswear & worn for the first time in our splendid 73-8 victory over 

Livingston on 25/09/2021. Members will get the opportunity to purchase kit online - 

details will be shared in the near future. 
  
This income has, amongst other items, also funded PPE for the squad, donations to 

Edinburgh Accies where we train, buses to games in Borders, Edinburgh Leisure for 

pitch lets, Gold Lunch, half time “ refreshments”,  albeit not up to our usual standard! 
  
It was brought to the Committee’s attention that we have been neglecting to ‘replenish 

our stock’ of Honorary Members. We have now started to address this over-sight & 

more are likely to follow. 
  
Honorary membership is the highest honour Trinity Academicals Rugby Football Club 

can give. It represents an exceptional contribution of service to the well being of the 

club. 
  
It is an award that is not given lightly or regularly but one that is given to those who 

have made notable contributions to and/or promoted the interests of the club. It is given 

with all the good wishes of the membership. 
  
At the Gold Lunch on 20/11/2021, we were delighted to welcome Donnie Laird & Dick 

Gillie as the latest Honorary Members of the club, in recognition of their tireless 

commitment, over many decades. 
  
We recently received (& declined) an offer to play Melrose 2nd XV down there, when 

their opposition called off. When I mentioned this to both Donnie & Dick, they said 

“why only their 2nd XV ? - we used play Melrose at the Greenyards on the September 

Holiday Monday in the 1960s & regularly beat them”. 
  

https://www.scottishrugby.org/clubs-and-schools/support-for-clubs/supporting-clubs-investment-programme
https://www.scottishrugby.org/clubs-and-schools/support-for-clubs/supporting-clubs-investment-programme
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- Donnie Laird was a scrum half, but moved to centre to enable a young Gordon 

Connell (Scotland & British Lions) to prosper. He was captain, coach and president of 

TARFC. 
  
- Dick Gillie was an open-side flanker who was quick, brave and looked after his stand 

offs. He was captain and then president of TARFC when we were the first ever winners 

of the "Scottish Club of the Month" award in 1986, followed by winning league 

division 4 in the following season.  
  
You may have recently noticed less membership spam in your inboxes - due to an 

overwhelming lack of demand, we have discontinued sending the weekly updates from 

the SRU. 
In an attempt to redress this void, we intend providing you with links to short, light- 

hearted Player or Former Player Profiles. If you have not already done so, we would 

encourage you to complete & send your own profile to:  

Susan Edwards - suzedwards@hotmail.com 

Dave Whitelaw - trinity-accies@outlook.com 
  
 A huge thank you to all our members for your continued support and commitment, it 

is hugely appreciated. 
   

TRINITY ACADEMY HEAD TEACHER - Nick Burge 
Sincere thanks to Carol for offering me the opportunity to introduce myself to the 

Trinity Accies community. I arrived at Trinity Academy in August 2020; in a world 

that had become used to words and phrases like ‘infection control,’ ‘the R number,’ 

‘bubbles’, ‘weekly briefings’…and the one that will haunt me for ever more ‘you are 

on mute, Nick’. 
  
At the time I think I was quite hopeful that after a few months I would start to lead and 

manage a wonderful school with COVID starting to take a place in my rear view mirror 

but as we all know that has certainly not been the case, although I maintain that I have 

come to thoroughly enjoy what is a wonderful school over the past 16 months. 
  
My own journey to this point has been an eventful and non-linear one. But it has been 

a journey that has provided excellent learning and I now enjoy the luxury of drawing 

upon this journey as I, along with all of the staff at Trinity Academy, continue to ably 

serve our community. A ‘drilly’ by trade I graduated from The University of Edinburgh 

with my undergraduate honours degree in Physical Education in 2001 and had the 

privilege to serve communities in Penicuik, Glenrothes, Holy Rood, Lochgelly and 

Wester Hailes, before moving into Special Education as Headteacher between 2018 

and 2020 at Pilrig Park and Kaimes Special School. 
  

mailto:suzedwards@hotmail.com
mailto:trinity-accies@outlook.com
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Whilst in mainstream schools, I enjoyed the challenges and opportunities that were 

offered to me as a Guidance Teacher, Deputy Headteacher, School of Rugby Lead, 

Outdoor Education lead and Curriculum Leader of Health and Wellbeing; working 

with some amazing friends and colleagues along the way and building some very 

strong relationships with families, the memory of which will last my career. 
  
Many people have asked since I arrived, ‘what are you going to do to Trinity 

Academy?’. The answer; I intend to do very little. My role here is to listen, see and 

enable staff, pupils and parents of our school to build on our strengths and work to 

correct any short comings that we have. We are ambitious and we have a highly skilled 

group of staff including our middle and senior leadership team. We, together, now have 

to create (or perhaps, recreate) a physical structure and relational environment that 

allows us to keep improving outcomes for our young people and we must look outward 

and forward to changes that are ahead for our school, city and nationally. 
  
It may be a cliché but change is the only constant in Education and we must make sure 

we are able to respond meaningfully and navigate sensitively these changes as they 

arise. 
  
Sport is a cornerstone of how people recognise and talk about our school, amongst 

other things. The new facilities at Bangholm look to be excellent and we look forward 

to working with all of our stakeholders, with the rugby club being a key one, as we 

grow into our new space together. 
  
I look forward to standing pitch side with you at some point in the near future. I hope 

you have a safe, restful and enjoyable time over the festive period. 
  

GLORY DAYS - Lewis Mullan 
CHRISTMAS “AND the Winner is……...” Drum Roll. Voices lowered. Expectations 

raised. “AND the Winner of this year’s Trinity Christmas Grand Prize Draw ticket 

is…………………” 
And so, every year began the Club’s biggest single Fund raising activity. The draw was 

always held around the middle of December and every member had been given a small 

briefcase size bundle of tickets to sell – with the ominous warning that none were to be 

returned unsold! 
  
Excited members rammed the Clubhouse on the night of the draw, all hoping to win 

the much coveted First prize – which was the huge amount of £60!! Well this was the 

70’s and 80’s! The Clubhouse had been beautifully decorated with a huge tree and 

lights. Beer mats and old rugby kit had been replaced with baubles and bangles. 
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Christmas and New Year were a wonderful time of the season at Trinity. The 

Clubhouse was open on Christmas Day/Boxing Day and many old faces accompanied 

by wives/girlfriends joined the usual faces to swap cards and tell the same stories that 

had been exchanged the year before (!) and enjoy a festive noggin. Sales of Advocaat, 

Sherry and the like were dispensed – often into half pint glasses. 
  
The touchlines down both sides of the ‘big’ pitch were packed with well-wishers. We 

often had Edinburgh Wanderers as our visitors at this time of the year and our record 

against our illustrious city rivals was pretty good. 
  
Many Edinburgh teams travelled down to the Borders on January 1 (yes, New Year’s 

Day) and our traditional fixture was against Selkirk at Philiphaugh. There was one 

particularly memorable occasion in 1976. The Golf Tavern on the Meadows was our 

chosen bar for Hogmanay – and many players and friends celebrated ‘Auld Lang Syne’ 

there before the game the next day. And 1 or 2 celebrated too much! 
  
This included a ruffian who was not yet a Club Member but who, some of us foolishly 

thought, could develop into a fine upstanding Club Stalwart despite his many rough 

edges. (Legal Note: on the advice of the Club’s legal expert, his name has been 

changed to avoid a case of Slander). Let’s call him Russ Pindlay (not his real name of 

course). 
  
Russ had been out celebrating New Year till the early hours and joined us on the team 

bus looking like a shrivelled wreck. He staggered to the back of the Bus and slumped 

into the corner obviously unwell. Many of you will be familiar with the old A7 with its 

turns and twists. Our rickety bus – crammed full of supporters - was already late and 

the driver was ordered to put the foot down. All of this was not good for Russ’ delicate 

insides and his discomfort worsened. 
Hands clamped tightly over his mouth, young Russ lurched towards the front of the 

bus convulsing all the time. There was no time to stop the bus. Our Club President – 

David Gibb – was sitting at the front resplendent in club blazer, white shirt, club tie 

and neatly pressed grey slacks. Seeing Russ’ predicament Davie bounced into action 

and held the tiniest waste paper basket out in front of him. 
  
“Right son just be sick in here!” said Davie. The convulsing Russ could not control his 

body any longer and exploded – Krakatoa like – with a Technicolour Yawn projectile. 

It covered Davie literally from head to toe and the tiny bin in front of him was rendered 

ineffective. An indignant Davie sprung to his feet and thundered “Right. I want him 

banned from the Club!” Back came the response from the Committee. “We cannae do 

that – He’s no’ a club member” To which a bedraggled Davie shouted, “Well, make 

him a club member now – and then I’ll ban him!! And so it came to pass that Russ’s 

illustrious contribution to Trinity Rugby could have been thwarted before it even 

began!! 
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As was traditional in these days, the Home President and Committee greeted their 

counter-parts when the bus arrived. Davie had now discarded his ruined clothes and 

instead was decked out in old, half-torn, training rugby strip and dirty, baggy track suit 

bottoms, hair matted. He was greeted by their President with the memorable line “Aye, 

Davie, I see you’ve had a Guid New Year!!” 
  
And so onto the Game itself. And we won by a few points in a very low scoring game. 

Modesty prevents me from revealing who skipped over for a try and kicked a few goals. 

They had a very young John Rutherford playing for them and they also had a tank of a 

winger called Mick Linton who played Stand-side wing. This allowed him to dash off 

the pitch during the game …………………….. 
  
The game was watched by Bill McLaren and was his featured ‘report of the day’ with 

mentions going to Romanis (leaping like a salmon) and the rumbustious Billy Burns. 
  
In the Clubhouse afterwards were Hibs ‘famous five’ having a New Year reunion. The 

team (and spectators) celebrated after the game like there was no tomorrow – but young 

Russ did not – he was strangely quiet. 
  

  
Another notable feature of New Year from Yester Year was, of course, the infamous 

‘Hair O’ the Dog Disco’. The brainchild of Les Watt and the Orrs, it became – in the 

80’s – THE premier preeminent social event in Edinburgh on New Year’s Day. 

Everybody wanted to be there. And, as Treasurer, I was grateful to bank loads of cash 

for the Club. 
  
Memories. Memories of Christmas and New Year. Times move on. Practise hard. Play 

hard. Enjoy 
  

FINAL THOUGHTS – Carol Graham  
Restrictions have eased & we are returning to a more normal way of life, tempered by 

some restrictions, all with our health & safety in mind. It has been a pleasure to see 

rugby being played again by TAccs; results have been variable with all the challenges 

of getting a viable squad available for each week. Credit goes to John & the players for 

their commitment, tenacity & “ never give up “ attitude. 
  
It is a joy to see our supporters, usually in full voice, on the touchline, albeit in our 

temporary home at Inverleith Park. We are sorry we can’t do our usual tea & Mason’s 

pies, but hope the alternative of juice & choc biscuit make up for it, even slightly! 
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We look forward to the second half of the season with lots of rugby, supporters & 

success with the incentive of being back in our “Rugby Home” at Bangholm for season 

2022/2023, with a high quality pitch & Community Facilities which we can enjoy on 

so many levels. 
  
Take very good care of yourselves, stay safe. Have a very Merry Christmas; good 

health & happiness for the New Year on behalf of all the squad & your committee - 

THANK YOU for all your continuing support, Carol. 

PHOTOS 
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